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1. SUMMARY
In April 2018, IDERA’s parent company Idera, Inc. acquired Webyog. Since then, IDERA has incorporated
Webyog’s MySQL monitoring tool ‘Monyog’ into its product portfolio and rebranded it as ‘SQL Diagnostic
Manager for MySQL’.
The MySQL and MariaDB database systems are rapidly becoming the de-facto choice for traditional
enterprises as well as pioneering Web 2.0 companies. Webyog has been consistently delivering powerful
tools exclusively on the MySQL and MariaDB platform for the last 15 years.
While the adoption rate of MySQL and MariaDB continues to grow in momentum, it poses some unique
challenges for traditional database administrators and their organizations. Some of these challenges are:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Find problematic SQL queries
Analyze MySQL and MariaDB performance data collected over a period
Ensure availability of critical MySQL and MariaDB systems
Keep the systems well-tuned
Get proactive alerts before problems start surfacing
Identify problems quickly
Monitor MySQL and MariaDB server health continuously
Profile queries
Protect critical systems

SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL enables database administrators to meet these challenges. It could
help database administrators working for large organizations who have deployed hundreds of MySQL and
MariaDB servers. It could also help database administrators working for small organizations with only a
handful of MySQL and MariaDB servers. It is designed to scale resources related database administration
by providing a unified view of the health, security, performance, and availability of the entire MySQL and
MariaDB server environment. The solution brief explores SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL in detail and
explains how to leverage it as a ‘database administrator in a box’.

2. INTRODUCTION
SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL is a ‘database administrator in a box’ for MySQL and MariaDB that
enables database administrators to manage more database servers, tune their database servers, and find
and fix problems with their database applications before they become serious problems and costly
outages. It proactively monitors enterprise database environments. It provides expert advice on how even
those who are new to MySQL and MariaDB can tighten security, optimize performance and reduce
downtime of their MySQL and MariaDB powered systems.
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3. AGENTLESS MONITORING
Unlike other monitoring and advisory tools for MySQL and MariaDB, SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL
does not require installing monitoring agents on each MySQL and MariaDB server. Installing and
maintaining monitoring agents can be a complex administration task by itself.
SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL uses a standard MySQL connection for monitoring. To collect data for
the operating system from remote database servers, it uses secure shell (SSH) on Linux systems. SQL
Diagnostic Manager for MySQL also supports secure shell (SSH) tunneling to connect to database servers.
The connection feature means that it collects all monitoring data by using remote connections. The
collection feature is a considerable advantage that sets it apart from all other monitoring and advisory tools
for MySQL and MariaDB.

Figure 1: The Config web page to configure the connection to each database server without the need to
install monitoring agents.
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4. CUSTOMIZATION
Each of the included Advisor Rules enables database administrators to customize the thresholds that are
acceptable for a specific MySQL and MariaDB server. For example, a database administrator using the
included Advisor Rule ‘MySQL Key Cache Has Sub-Optimal Hit Ratio’ may use lower threshold values for
their database servers running online transaction processing (OLTP) applications, while using higher
thresholds for online analytical processing (OLAP) applications.
The entire application logic of SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL consists of JavaScript Objects that are
parsed and executed by the embedded JavaScript Runtime of SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL. These
JavaScript Objects are available with SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL as source code. The access to
JavaScript Objects means that it is possible to add new monitors, modify existing monitors, and disable
some of the predefined monitors that are included with SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL.

5. COMPARISON WITH OTHER
MONITORING TOOLS
SQL Diagnostic Manager
for MySQL

Other monitoring tools

Optimize server configuration
file ‘my.cnf’ and the server
initialization file ‘my.ini’

Using slow query logs,
general query logs, MySQL
Proxy application, and by
sniffing process list

Using MySQL Proxy
application and connectors
not publicly available

Identify problematic SQL
queries

Using slow query logs, general
query logs, MySQL Proxy
application, and by sniffing
process list

Using MySQL Proxy application
and connectors not publicly
available

All components included with
base price

Yes

No

Agentless monitoring

Yes

No
(need to install agents on
each server)

Licensing

Perpetual

Subscription

Customization

Fully (using JavaScript and
the Object Model)

Limited

Low footprint

Yes
(with embedded web server
and database)

No
(bloatware; need to install
multiple agents, web servers,
and runtimes)
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Simple installation

Yes

No

Zero maintenance

Yes

No

Modern and intuitive and web
interface

Yes
(using asynchronous JavaScript
and XML (AJAX))

No
(using classic technologies)

No annoying web page
refreshes

Yes
(even with real-time charting)

No
(full refreshes during updates)

Identify deadlocks

Yes

No

Monitor MySQL error logs

Yes

No

Maintain server configuration
and tracking changes made to
server initialization file ‘my.ini’

Yes

No

Snapshot of disk space used by
MySQL objects.

Yes

No

User-defined queries that can
monitor MySQL

Yes

No

6. CLOUD READINESS
SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL is ready for the cloud by design. It requires no agents to be installed on
the MySQL and MariaDB servers. Consequently, it can monitor MySQL and MariaDB instances running in
the cloud. Add and remove database servers with just a single click of a mouse button. According to our
internal benchmark reports, a single instance of SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL can monitor more than
500 MySQL and MariaDB servers (even at collection intervals of 1 second) effortlessly. SQL Diagnostic
Manager for MySQL is a perfect match for monitoring MySQL and MariaDB databases in the cloud.

7. BENEFITS OF SQL DIAGNOSTIC
MANAGER FOR MYSQL
SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL is designed to enable organizations to scale their existing resources for
database administration. It provides a single, consolidated view of the health, security, performance, and
availability of all MySQL or MariaDB servers in the environment. It proactively monitors all MySQL or
MariaDB servers using a set of predefined expert monitors. It identifies and alerts database administrators
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of problems, security vulnerabilities, and tuning opportunities such that they can be acted upon well in
advance of a problem and an outage.

7.1 FIND PROBLEMATIC SQL QUERIES
MySQL and MariaDB currently lack advanced tools for profiling SQL queries (such as SQL Profiler of
Microsoft’ SQL Server). While other monitoring tools for MySQL and MariaDB provide monitoring and
advisory information on various system metrics, they do not pinpoint the problematic SQL queries. No
amount of hardware upgrades and tuning of the parameters in the database server configuration file
‘my.cnf’ and the database server initialization file ‘my.ini’ can match the performance gains that are
achievable when identifying and rewriting problematic queries and creating appropriate indexes.
SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL finds problematic SQL queries by

.
.
.
.
.

Querying the MySQL Proxy application that clients and applications are configured to
connect through
Analyzing slow query logs
Analyzing general query logs
Issuing the SHOW PROCESSLIST statement at regular intervals
Utilizing Performance Schema tables

Additionally, export the reports created by the above methods as comma-separated values (CSV) files. The
export functionality means that it is possible to further customize the report using a spreadsheet and by
directly importing the comma-separated values (CSV) output into a MySQL and MariaDB table for further
analysis.

7.2 MONITOR AND ANALYZE SQL QUERIES
Identifying problematic SQL queries (that is, by looking at slow query logs, general query logs, the
Performance Schema feature, the SHOW PROCESSLIST statement, and the MySQL Proxy application) is
important. However, this analysis is usually performed well after the problematic SQL queries executed.
Consequently, real-time notifications for long-running queries are needed. SQL Diagnostic Manager for
MySQL continuously monitors SQL queries in real-time. It sends notifications (via email, simple network
management protocol (SNMP), the collaboration platform Slack, the incident response platform PagerDuty,
and the messaging logging standard syslog) for SQL queries that take more than a specified amount of time
to execute. It is also possible to specify an option to automatically kill such queries.
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Figure 2: The Query Analyzer web page that displays the Slow Query Log option.

7.3 MONITOR AMAZON RDS AND ITS OPERATING
SYSTEM
SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL provides monitoring capabilities for Amazon RDS for MySQL, MariaDB,
and Amazon Aurora and its operating system. It uses the application programming interface (API) of Amazon
CloudWatch. It uses the different metrics for the operating system that are available with the application
programming interface (API) to fetch and display the data. All of the operating system monitors for Amazon
RDS are shown under the monitor RDS/Aurora Instance Metrics group in the Monitors page. The
corresponding charts are available on the Dashboard page. Just enable system metric for the Amazon RDS
Aurora instance to see the data for the operating system.

Figure 3: The Monitors web page that displays data for an instance of Amazon RDS.
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7.4 VIEW AND UNDERSTAND TRENDS BY
ANALYZING HISTORICAL DATA
Configure the time duration for storing the data collected by SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL. It stores
the data in a high-performance database (that is, the embedded relational database management system
SQLite). By analyzing historical data, quickly obtain answers to questions like:

.
.
.

How many times and when did database servers go down during the last six months?
connect through
Which day of the week has maximum database activity?
How many time and when were logins attempted with incorrect passwords yesterday?

Sudden changes in performance parameters and problems (such as due to a change of application) will also
be visible immediately.

Figure 4: A graph that displays historical data for two different database servers. It shows that the load on
the database server ‘Master’ is high at 60% around 11:20 hours.
SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL provides trend graph analysis that makes it easy to compare the state
and performance of multiple database servers in a single chart. Group an important single metric from
different database servers into a single unified chart. Visually analyze a metric across database servers at
various points in time.
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Figure 5: A graph that displays historical data for different database servers.

Figure 6: A graph that displays current metrics for different database servers.
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7.5 FAST STARTUP TIME TO START MONITORING
Database administrators can start monitoring MySQL and MariaDB servers in less than a single minute. The
unique architecture and low-footprint of SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL enable database
administrators to install and configure all of the components that are required for monitoring MySQL and
MariaDB servers very quickly.
The fast startup time is in sharp contrast with other monitoring and advisory tools for MySQL and MariaDB.
Before database administrators can even start monitoring MySQL and MariaDB servers, such tools require
installing agents, web servers, multiple language runtimes, and more.

7.6 REAL-TIME MONITORING
The Real-Time feature enables database administrations to know what is happening to MySQL and MariaDB
servers without delay. With a single click of a mouse button, obtain critical data (such as the top 200 SQL
queries, slow SQL queries, locked and locking SQL queries, along with the most active users, hosts,
databases, and tables). There is no need to enable slow query logs and general query logs. SQL Diagnostic
Manager for MySQL records the data in sessions, and saves the sessions for later analysis.

Figure 7: The Real Time page.
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7.7 DISPLAY DASHBOARD OVERVIEW
One of the most significant challenges database administrators face is managing an ever-growing number
of database servers and databases. Regardless of the size of the database environment, each database
server requires specific attention when it comes to necessary administration, security, performance
monitoring, and availability. To provide database administrators for MySQL and MariaDB with a proactive
advantage, SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL provides the Dashboard web page feature. It lets database
administrators determine the cause of a performance spike by zooming in on it and viewing the SQL
queries for the time frame of the spike. The design of the dashboard is such that database administrators
easily understand the complete security, availability, and performance of all of their MySQL or MariaDB
servers in a single place, all from a modern and intuitive web interface based on asynchronous JavaScript
and XML (AJAX)
Unlike other monitoring tools for MySQL and MariaDB that use annoying web page refreshes for real-time
charting, SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL uses charts based on JavaScript to ensure the display of true
real-time charts.

Figure 8: The Dashboard web page that displays the Performance Metrics option.

7.8 COMPARE LARGE NUMBER OF SERVERS
SIDE-BY-SIDE
The Enterprise Dashboard feature shows real-time charts of all critical metrics. It provides a consolidated
view of the availability and performance of all MySQL or MariaDB servers. From these real-time charts,
instantly determine:
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.
.
.
.

The availability status of all database servers
Essential operating system metrics that may be affecting database servers
Which database servers need attention
Where and how they need to spend their limited time

It is not rare to find database administrators who monitor hundreds of database servers. With SQL
Diagnostic Manager for MySQL, managing a large number of database servers is easy. With tagging,
categorize database servers into logical groups. Monitor a large number of database servers using a single
instance of SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL.

Figure 9: The Select Servers page.

7.9 MONITOR ERROR LOGS
Monitoring MySQL error logs is critical for any database administrator. SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL
is the first monitoring tool for MySQL and MariaDB to monitor MySQL error logs. It sends notifications over
simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP) and simple network management protocol (SNMP) for error log events
that require attention.
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Figure 10: The Monitors web page that displays the MySQL Logs.

7.10 MONITOR DEADLOCKS
SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL monitors MySQL and MariaDB servers for deadlocks and optionally
sends alerts immediately in the form of emails and simple network management protocol (SNMP) traps. In
addition to detecting deadlocks, it also provides data on the latest deadlock found.

Figure 11: The Monitors web page that displays data for the InnoDB Deadlocks.
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7.11 VIEW DISK METRICS
The Disk Space Usage Analyzer feature displays the size of data and the size of indexes of the databases
on the servers. It also displays a graphical chart to identify the largest databases quickly. It also allows to
drill down to the table level.

Figure 12: The Disk Space Usage Analyzer.

7.12 CONFIGURE SERVERS
Maintaining and tracking changes to the configuration of MySQL and MariaDB servers is vital for the
maintenance of the database servers. The Server Config feature compares the configurations of multiple
database servers side-by-side, with all changes highlighted. The Server Config feature also tracks changes
to the configuration files of database servers over a period to have full control of what goes into those files
and the impact they have on the database servers.

Figure 13: The Server Config web page displaying the Track option.
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Figure 14: The Server Config web page displays the Compare option.

7.13 CREATE CUSTOM SQL OBJECTS
Instead of monitoring MySQL and MariaDB servers by writing SQL queries, create Custom SQL Objects.
Custom SQL Objects return an array of MySQL rows. SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL exposes these
rows as a JavaScript array, monitors it, and references it like any SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL object.

Figure 15: The Manage Custom SQL Objects web page displaying data for the Cluster_Data_Free object.
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7.14 FIX PROBLEMS PROACTIVELY WITH HUNDREDS
OF MONITORS
SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL includes hundreds of monitors that are designed to examine the
configuration and security of MySQL and MariaDB servers automatically, identify problems and tuning
opportunities, and provides database administrators with specific corrective actions.

Figure 16: The Monitors web page displaying the Connection History group of monitors.

7.15 USE ADVISOR RULES
The Advisor Rules feature is a set of best practices that enables database administrators to monitor MySQL
and MariaDB servers with confidence and to proactively manage the dynamic nature of all of their database
servers over time. The Advisor Rules feature monitors all database servers. It notifies database
administrators with specific instructions on how to proactively address the problems found to align with the
best practices.

7.16 AUTOMATE ADVISOR RULES TO INCREASE
PRODUCTIVITY
SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL makes database administrators more productive by enabling them to
automate each of the Advisor Rules for unattended, around the clock operations. The automation minimizes
human errors, improves overall productivity, and lowers the total cost associated with managing MySQL and
MariaDB servers.
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7.17 RECEIVE PROACTIVE ALERTS
For all the monitors, Advisor Rule violations trigger notification events. SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL
sends these notifications via simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP), simple network management protocol
(SNMP), the collaboration platform Slack, the incident response platform PagerDuty, and the messaging
logging standard syslog. It also provides expert advice on the reported problem.
The ‘Delayed alert notifications’ feature ensures that SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL does not send
alerts for insignificant events. Define that a problem must have existed for some sample intervals
continuously in a row before sending an alert. A global setting for each MySQL and MariaDB server is
available from the graphical user interface (GUI).
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8. CONCLUSION
Serving as a ‘MySQL database administrator in a box’, SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL proactively
monitors all of the MySQL and MariaDB servers across the enterprise. It empowers database administrators
to address specific problems and tuning opportunities before problems start surfacing. The combination of
enterprise visibility, proactive monitoring and expert advice and guidance in problem identification and
resolution makes SQL Diagnostic Manager for MySQL the perfect addition for managing and tuning MySQL
and MariaDB servers.

SQL DIAGNOSTIC MANAGER FOR MYSQL
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•
•
•
•
•
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